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Three-dimensional (3D) point cloud classification methods based on deep learning have good classification performance.

The 3D point cloud is mainly collected by light detection and ranging (LiDAR) scanner, red, green, blue, and depth (RGB-

D) camera, and other sensor equipment or obtained by model conversion using computer software.
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1. Background

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence and deep learning technology, breakthroughs have been made in 3D

perception and understanding; one such breakthrough, the point cloud, contains abundant geometric, shape, and

structure information. As shown in Figure 1. It is widely used in several fields, such as urban environment monitoring ,

urban form analysis , autonomous driving , computer vision , robotics , and reverse engineering modeling .

Research fields related to the 3D point cloud include registration, denoising, classification, target detection, and

segmentation. Among these fields, the classification-based 3D point cloud is one of the most basic and significant. Hence,

most research focuses on improving the accuracy and efficiency of classification-based point clouds .

Figure 1. A series of examples of 3D point cloud acquisition.

Classification methods based on the 3D point cloud include voxel, direct point cloud, and multiview methods, which are

the subject of much research.

2. Voxel-Based

Voxels, i.e., volume pixels, represent a 3D region with a constant scalar or vector . Because voxels can represent

complex objects with simplified and discrete units, such as particles, they have powerful capabilities in simulating the

behavior of complex objects in the real world, while their structural representation is relatively simple. Plaza et al. 

proposed a voxel-based 3D point cloud data classification method for natural environments that uses a multilayer

perceptron (MLP) to conduct a statistical geometric analysis on the spatial distribution of internal points and voxel

classification. The local spatial distribution characteristics around points are defined by the principal components of the

point position covariance matrix. The combination of voxels and neural networks realizes faster computing speeds than

other strategies; however, it does not remedy the essential shortcomings of voxels themselves, including intensive

computation and time consumption. Liu et al.  presented a convolutional neural network (CNN) model, point-voxel, that

captures the overall structure and details of an object with two modules, integrating the advantages of a point cloud and a
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grid. It has less data overhead, better data regularity, and a lower memory consumption than other voxel models, as well

as better classification accuracy than many voxel-based models; however, it still has the low efficiency and intrinsic

stereotype of voxel convolution and the combination of voxels and a point cloud. Plaza et al.  proposed a general

framework based on a voxel neighborhood, which was compared to different supervised learning classifiers. The

framework uses simple features in the support region that are defined based on the voxel itself, and it assigns each non-

overlapping voxel point in the regular grid to the same class, which improves the effectiveness of 3D space shape feature

classification. Therefore, it is easier to reduce processing time and parallelize. Preliminary experiments have been

conducted, and further analysis is required using diverse performance indicators, environments, and sensors. Liu et al. 

proposed a generalized learning network based on voxels—VB-Net—and used it to classify 3D objects. By transforming

the original point cloud to voxels, VB-Net can be used to extract features for the target classification of a generalized

learning system. The technique significantly reduces the time required for system training, although the classification

accuracy must be improved. In particular, with an increase in 3D object resolution, the classification accuracy decreases

sharply. Hamada et al.  considered the change in voxel density along the depth direction and presented a 3D scene

classification measure based on three-projection voxel expansion, which normalizes the scene according to the position

and size and projects it onto three vertical planes. The algorithm applies deep learning to predict the category of each

scene, combining three images, and greatly improves classification accuracy. However, three-projection voxel expansion

must be standardized to make each 3D scene suitable for voxels. Apparently, if the 3D scene is large enough, then tri-

projection voxel splatting (TVS) may not recognize small objects. Wang et al.  proposed a voxel-based CNN,

NormalNet, that employs a reflection convolution concatenation (RCC) series module as a convolution layer to extract

distinguishable features via a relatively good reflection number for 3D visual tasks, which significantly reduces the number

of parameters and enhances network performance. Nevertheless, the model could still be further optimized since the best

reflection number was not found in the key module RCC. Hui et al.  explored the unsuitability of binary voxels for 3D

convolution representation. By assigning distance values to voxels, they improved the accuracy by about 30% and

designed a fast, full connection and convolution hybrid cascade network for the classification of 3D objects. Its average

reasoning time is faster than that of methods based on a point cloud and voxels, and its accuracy is also higher; however,

the recognition rate of some hard samples (some sample data that take a high price to train and learn, yet usually obtain a

large loss value and worse performance) in the deep network is lower than that of its shallow counterpart. Voxel-based

classification has the disadvantage of a high storage overhead, and processing a large, complicated 3D image

represented by direct voxels in 3D convolution requires significant graphics processing unit (GPU) resources and

considerable computing time. This problem can be solved by reducing the resolution of the 3D image; however, this will

decrease the accuracy of the final trained model.

3. Point Cloud-Based

A point cloud is a collection of data points defined by a coordinate system. Each point contains abundant information,

including 3D coordinates (x, y, z), color, classification value, intensity, and time. This representation form has the

characteristics of disorder, sparsity, rotation, and translation invariance. Compared with voxel methods, point cloud-based

processing discards additional model transformations and directly considers the original point cloud as the processing

object, which can reduce storage. Qi et al.  designed PointNet, a neural network that directly trains point clouds using a

learned T-Net transformation matrix to ensure invariance in the specific spatial transformation and extract the features of

point cloud data through an MLP. The final global features are obtained by maximum pooling for features in each

dimension and sent to the MLP for the classification of 3D objects. Since the point cloud operates directly without complex

preprocessing, the network architecture is efficient, and it resists disturbance. Yet, the network does not learn the

connection among local points; hence, the model cannot capture information on local features. Zhao et al.  proposed a

deep neural network that combines multiscale features with PointNet, adopting multiscale approaches to extract the

neighborhood features of points and combining them with global features extracted by PointNet to classify LiDAR point

clouds. The network has a good classification effect; however, it extracts local features with poor efficiency. Li et al. 

proposed an optimization method based on PointNet to improve the accuracy of 3D classification models. The model can

obtain more abstract features by increasing the number of hidden layers and can generate discriminant features by

combining the Softmax and central loss functions. The improved model has better performance than the original PointNet.

Nevertheless, it has not been studied in detail whether a more lightweight deep convolution network can be used to

further optimize the model. Aiming to solve the occlusion problem of environment classification using a 1D signal and two-

dimensional (2D) image, Zhang et al.  proposed directional PointNet to directly classify a 3D point cloud. The model

utilizes the direction information of a point cloud to classify terrain in order to help wearable robot objects walk in complex

environments. It provides a robust and efficient classification of the environment; however, its high classification accuracy

is limited to specific application fields, and the generalization effect warrants further exploration. Because a PointNet

network is unable to capture the local structure generated by metric space points, its capability to identify fine-grained
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patterns and generalize complex scenes is limited. The PointNet++ hierarchical network model  was proposed to

improve PointNet. The PointNet++ architecture adaptively combines multiscale features through a learning layer and

combines the local point set density to effectively learn the point set features at a deep level for more accurate

classification. The time consumption is greatly increased compared to PointNet, especially in preprocessing. Rivlin et al.

 used 3D coordinates as class identifiers by comparing the attributes of shape moments and added a polynomial

function of coordinates to accommodate higher-order shape moments. Their experiments demonstrated its improved

memory usage and computational complexity; it was also able to classify rigid objects. However, this method has not been

applied for use in other fields involving geometric analysis. Yang et al.  replaced the expensive multi-head attention

mechanism with parameter-efficient group shuffle attention (GSA) to develop a converter of point attention that can

process input data of different sizes and exhibits equivalence of transformation. Gumble subset sampling (GSS) was

proposed for end-to-end learning and task-agnostic sampling. By selecting subsets in the representative hierarchy, the

network can obtain a stronger representation of the input set at a lower computational cost. Experiments revealed the

effectiveness and efficiency of the method in 3D image classification; however, GSS was not applied to general datasets,

and its effectiveness and interpretability in hierarchical multi-instance learning were not explored. Zhao et al.  presented

PointWeb to extract context features from a local neighborhood in the point cloud; PointWeb closely connects each point

and uses an adaptive feature adjustment module to find the interaction among points. This framework can better learn the

point representation for point cloud processing; however, its application to the understanding of 3D scenes needs further

verification. Xie et al.  proposed a generation model of a disordered point cloud, where an energy function learns the

coordinate coding of each point and then aggregates all individual point features into the energy of the whole point cloud.

The model is trained by maximum likelihood learning based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and its variants,

without an auxiliary network, and does not rely on the manual drawing of distance measurements to generate the point

cloud. Thus, it is an efficient method for point cloud classification. However, the disturbance rejection of the model and the

processing of point clouds with many outliers are unsatisfactory in practical applications. Yan et al.  proposed an end-

to-end network called point adaptive sampling and local and nonlocal module (PointASNL) for robust point cloud

processing in the presence of outliers and noise in the original point cloud. The network includes an adaptive sampling

module and a local and nonlocal module. The first module adopts farthest point sampling (FPS) to sample the initial point

cloud and reweights the neighborhood value, while the second captures neighborhood points and long-range

dependencies. PointASNL has achieved a high level of robustness in point cloud classification; however, the fine-tuning

strategy in the adaptive sampling module requires constant exploration. In the task of point cloud classification and

segmentation, it is difficult to use geometric information to extract local features and correctly select important features.

Accordingly, Jin et al.  proposed a graph-based neural network with an attention pooling strategy, named AGNet, which

can effectively extract the spatial information of different distances and select the most crucial features, achieving a good

classification and segmentation effect. Because of the influence of sensors, scenes, and other factors, the sparsity of

collected point clouds in real environments is much different, which affects the accuracy of the final classification. Hence,

complex preprocessing on point clouds is inevitable. Moreover, disturbances and outliers will inevitably appear in a real

point cloud, i.e., a point may appear in a radius near its sampled area or anywhere in space and rotating the point cloud

will represent the same 3D object with a different shape. Therefore, point cloud outliers and disturbances, as well as rigid

transformation processing, make point cloud-based 3D object classification more intricate.

4. Multiview-Based

Multiview-based 3D point cloud classification involves the collection of 2D images of a 3D point cloud object from different

viewpoints, which are sent to a CNN model for classification to produce the final representation. Chen et al.  studied 3D

high-precision target detection in autonomous driving scenes and proposed a multiview 3D network consisting of sub-

networks for 3D object representation and multiview feature fusion. Its deep fusion scheme combines regional features

from multiple views, enabling the middle layers of different paths to interact. This improves the accuracy of the

classification and reduces the amount of calculation. However, because the model utilizes a region-based fusion network,

it is deficient in the extraction of feature information of objects from a global point of view. Using a large-scale ground truth

dataset and a baseline view-based recognition method, Papadakis et al.  benchmarked multiple multiview hypothesis

fusion schemes under various environmental assumptions and observation capabilities. Their experimental results

highlighted significant aspects that should be considered in the design of a multiview-based recognition pipeline, while the

analysis was only reflected in the 3D shape without considering texture characteristics. Cheng et al.  proposed a

feature selection method that embeds low-rank constraints, sparse representation, and global and local structure learning

in a unified framework; constructs a Laplace matrix based on the regularization term of a hypergraph; and applies a novel

optimization algorithm to solve the objective function. The method achieves good classification performance on multiview

datasets but does not extend to unsupervised and clustering learning. Inspired by the singular multiview convolution

network structure, Pramerdorfer et al.  proposed a 3D bounding box approach that combines jointly classified objects
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and regression models in a depth map. This method has excellent robustness to occlusion. It can process the views of

encoded object geometry and occlusion information to output class scores and bounding box coordinates in world

coordinates without post-processing. The model has excellent classification accuracy and a low regression error rate. It is

worth researching whether its performance can be improved with different front-end architectures, such as ResNet, or by

integrating the model into a deployed detection system based on Kinect to evaluate its performance. Feng et al. 

presented a group view convolution neural network (GVCNN) for discriminative 3D shape description and hierarchical

correlation modeling to better utilize the inherent hierarchical correlation and resolution between multiple views. This

method introduces a hierarchical shape description framework, including views, groups, and shape level descriptors;

considers the correlation among the views of each shape; and uses the group information for shape representation. It has

realized performance improvements in 3D shape classification and retrieval tasks; however, it is not perfect with more

complete views. Liu et al.  proposed a multiview hierarchical fusion network (MVHFN) that includes visual feature

learning and multiview hierarchical fusion modules. In the first module, a 2D CNN extracts the visual features of multiple

views drawn around a 3D object, while multiple view features are integrated as a compact descriptor in the second

module. The model can find discriminant content by learning the cluster-level feature information, making full use of

multiview and improving the classification accuracy. However, the number of views captured is low and the order of views

is fixed, which cannot simulate ground object recognition in real 3D scenes well. Li et al.  proposed a probabilistic

hierarchical model for multiview classification that learns a potential variable to fuse multiple features obtained from the

same view, sensor, and morphology; applies the mapping matrix of a view to project the potential variable from the shared

space to multiple observations; and employs expectation maximization (EM) to estimate parameters and potential

variables. The network model can integrate multiview and feature data in multilevel, and the calculation of relevant

parameters is repeatable and in line with common sense; however, the complexity of the model is high and its calculations

are inefficient. He et al.  presented an online Bayesian multiview learning algorithm that learns the prediction subspace

based on the principle of maximum margin, defines the potential marginal loss, and minimizes the learning problems

associated with various Bayesian frameworks by using the theory of pseudo-likelihood and data enhancement. It obtains

an approximate a posteriori change according to past samples. The model can attain higher classification performance

than some advanced methods and can automatically infer weights and penalty parameters; however, the calculation is

complex when the dataset is large. Li et al.  designed a Gaussian process latent variable model (GPVLM), which

represents multiple views in a common subspace. It learns another projection from observed data to shared variables

through view sharing and view-specific kernel parameters under a Gaussian process structure. Potential variables are

changed to label information by Gaussian transformation, which reveals the correlation between views, and the model

performs relatively well. Nevertheless, the radial basis function (RBF) cannot adapt to distributed and complex data, and

multi-core learning is not considered. Yu et al.  proposed latent multiview CNN (LMVCNN), which utilizes predefined or

random multiview images to identify 3D shapes and consists of three sub-convolution neural networks. The three CNN

modules generate a multi-category probability distribution, build a potential vector to help the first CNN select the

appropriate distribution, and output the category probability distribution of one view from another. LMVCNN has good

discriminative ability for predefined and random views and can show excellent performance when the number of views is

small; however, it does not solve the problem of 3D shape recognition without background interference. Hence, it is

difficult to recognize objects in real 3D environments. Considering similarity measurements between image blocks, Yu et

al.  proposed a multiview harmonized bilinear network (MHBN) for 3D object recognition. The model applies bilinear

pooling to local convolution to obtain a compact global representation and produces a more discriminant representation by

coordinating the singular values of set features. Its effectiveness in 3D object recognition was verified by experiments,

where a high classification accuracy was achieved. Traditional methods invariably have certain disadvantages, such as

multiview selection from a fixed viewpoint and static convolution for feature extraction. Therefore, if these disadvantages

are overcome, the classification accuracy can be further improved. Multiview-based methods occupy less storage space

than voxel and direct point cloud processing because they only require several 2D views. Converted 2D views can be

adequately utilized by the current 2D CNN model; thus, training time is significantly reduced and the accuracy of model

classification is the highest among the three different methods described above, namely voxel, point cloud, and multiview-

based techniques.

However, most multiview-based methods  use traditional fixed-view projection when converting a 3D point cloud to

2D views, which can cause high similarity among view data. Therefore, the discriminative ability of the model decreases

with multiple views on a test set, thus reducing the generalization ability of the model. Moreover, these methods often use

a pretrained CNN backbone model to improve the efficiency of feature extraction; however, most backbone models adopt

traditional static convolution, which is not adaptive to different data. Additionally, the use of only maximum and average

pooling in feature fusion causes a considerable loss of detail and makes fusion inefficient. In order to solve these

problems, researchers propose FSDCNet, a fusion of static and dynamic convolution networks for 3D point cloud
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

classification with high accuracy, high efficiency, and a strong generalization ability. The model has five advantages over

the abovementioned deep learning-based methods:

FSDCNet, a fusion static and dynamic convolution neural network, is proposed and applied to the classification of a 3D

point cloud. The network adopts fixed and random viewpoint selection method for multiview generation. Meanwhile, it

carries out local feature extraction by combining lightweight dynamic convolution with traditional static convolution in

parallel. In addition, adaptive global attention pooling is used for global feature fusion. The network model is applicable

not only to dense point clouds (ModelNet40), but also to sparse point clouds (Sydney Urban Objects). The experiments

demonstrate that it can achieve state-of-the-art classification accuracy on two datasets. The algorithm framework,

FSDCNet, is evidently different from other advanced algorithm frameworks.

FSDCNet devises a view selection method of fixed and random viewpoints in the process of converting a point cloud

into a multiview representation. The combination of random viewpoints avoids the problem of high similarity among

views obtained by the traditional fixed viewpoint and improves the generalization of the model.

FSDCNet constructs a lightweight dynamic convolution operator. The operator solves the problems of large parameters

and expensive computational complexity in dynamic convolution, while maintaining the advantages of dynamic

convolution; the complexity is only equivalent to that of traditional static convolution. Meanwhile, it can obtain abundant

feature information in different receptive fields.

FSDCNet proposes an adaptive fusion method of static and dynamic convolution. It can solve the problem of weak

adaptability associated with traditional static convolution and extract more fine-grained feature information, which

significantly improves the performance of the network model.

FSDCNet designs adaptive global attention pooling to avert the low efficiency of global feature fusion with maximum

and average pooling. It can integrate the most crucial details on multiple local views and improve the fusion efficiency of

multiview features.
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